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Tim Dowker
News Writer
For the first time, visitation hours 
in the residence halls and the Liv­
ing Centers II arc limited on week­
ends.
The new visitation policy al­
lows guests of the opposite sex to 
be in the resident’s room no later 
than 2 a.m. on Fridays and Satur­
days.
Brad Dcnth, a freshman living 
in the residence halls, was upset 
with the new policy and felt he 
deserved the right to decide 
whether a guest stays past the 
curfew.
“Most of the students feel that 
they are adults. They pay for the 
rooms and they should be able to 
do what they want in their rooms 
and have whoever they want in
them, “ he said.
President of Copeland Hall, 
Mark Jones said, “A lot of people 
have been asking me what I’m 
going to do (about the visitation 
policy).
"It will be one of the first things 
we (the hall council) will deal 
with,” he said.
Jones is hopeful that the resi­
dents of the halls can work to­
gether to get the hours changed 
back.
“I think its going to depend on 
how we handle ourselves and who 
we go through," Jones said.
According to Rick Hanke, di­
rector of housing and health serv­
ices, the hall council would need 
to poll the students, and the par­
ents.
He said that parents would need 
to be surveyed because 85 percent
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of the parents pay part of the hous­
ing expenses.
Hanke said Grand Valley offi­
cials decided that the new policy 
should go into effect.
“It is in the best interest of the 
students,” he said.
The council would then need to 
go through the Residence Hall 
Association and presenta proposal 
to the Housing Office with rea­
sons why the change would “en­
hance the academic environment” 
of the halls.
Hanke added that he feels that 
many students do not realize that 
“Living on campus is a privelege, 
not a right,” and that the contract 
they sign is “an agreement to live 
by campus rules, but that is not to 
say they (the rules) cannot be 
changed.”
' !. : .
Crossing Guards Installed
The Departmentof Public Safety 
has started to use crossing guards 
to ensure a safe pedestrian traffic 
flow.
They will be stationed on a dial 
basis at the crosswalk between 
Mackinac Hall and Lot C.
Because this is the first major 
crosswalk on campus for vehicles 
coming from M-45, there is a big 
traffic back-up.
According to Andy Chopp, Stu­
dent Security Supervisor, the prob­
lem occurs when pedestrians cross 
one by one and not in a group, 
resulting in too many vehicles
stopping for individual walkers.
The guard will be at the walk be­
tween 10 a.m. and I p.m. at the 
heaviest hours of traffic, which 
usually start at about a quarter to 
each hour, up until the hour.
After the top of the hour, traffic 
is expected to stay at a minimum 
because most students are in class.
With a guard holding pedestri­
ans back until a group forms, cars 
won’t have to stop for every indi­
vidual pedestrian, and pedestrians 
won ’ t have to wait so long to get a 
chance to cross.
M-45 Patrol Proves a Succes
No fatal accidents on highway since implementation of program.
By Kim Valade
News Writer
Due to last year’s success in 
reducing accidents, the Ottawa 
County Sheriff Department patrol 
on M-43 is continuing this year.
Following a similar program 
instituted by the Michigan State 
Police several years ago, the 
Sheriffs Department reinstated a 
patrol on M-45.
The effort was jointly funded by 
Tallmedge, Allendale and Grand 
Haven townships.
According to Lieutenant Larry 
Beld of the Ottawa County Sheriff 
Department, there was a marked 
decrease in both the number and 
severity of personal injuries and 
no fatal accidents since the im­
plementation o f the program.
Over jh e  past 10 years there 
have been 15 fatal accidents on 
, M-45.
“The number and seriousness of 
injuries has been reduced due to 
the attentiveness o f the drivers,” 
Beld said. “They are watching for 
the patrol car and are more aware 
o f other drivers.”
In February of 1989 the Federal 
Government provided a grant to 
continue the M-45 patrol, which 
runs from the Ottawa County line 
west to US-31.
Officer Jeff Mucha, who was 
assigned to M-45 last year, is 
continuing the patrol this year. He 
said he has noticed a definite de­
crease in speed since the begin­
ning of his patrol.
“It is rare to see speeds in the 
80’s and 90’s. Most of the people 
pulled over are in the 60’s and 
70’s. People are aware o f the pa­
trol.”
M ucha said  he averages about a
dozen tickets a day.
He patrols the road looking for
speeders and for cars that run 
through the blinking red lightss- 
chool buses stopped for children.
He said stopping cars from run­
ning past stopped buses is a key 
way to avoid possible injury or 
death to Grand Valley students in 
the future.'
Mucha, a graduate o f  Grand 
Valley State University, said the 
most frequent traffic violation is 
failure to wear a seatbelt
The patrol was funded by 
$21,000 from the state and $ 14,000 
from the county.
Mucha said o f the 25 fatalities 
he has seen, all but two would be 
alive today if  they had been wear­
ing a safety belt He also said that 
if  people would just slow down 
and drive defensively a lot o f acci­
dents would be eliminated.
M ucha has been ' w ith  the O t­
tawa County Sheriff Department 
for the past 10 years.
Todd Henrickson skips stones across lumberge Pond while 
relaxing in front of Kirkhof Center Saturday afternoon.
Sports
Volleyball wins GLIAC opener 
over H illsdale. S eep . 9
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Community Day Brings Allendale and GVSU Closer
Alexandra Bybee
News Writer
In an effort to bring Allendale 
residents and Grand Valley stu­
dents together, a community day 
was held last weekend.
Tony Belke was the days big 
winner when he won a 13-inch 
color t.v.! Tony and many other 
Grand Valley students won door
Tony Betke, winner o f the TV. 
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prizes at Allendale’s Community 
Day on September 9th, with the 
winners announced at the Mankato 
vs. GVSU football game.
“I couldn ’t believe it,” said Tony, 
a sophomore who already owns a 
television.
“I’m selling it for $125.” The 
television was the grand prize. 
Other door prizes included: one 
year of free haircuts from Z’s Hair, 
a 13-inch fan, t-shirts, pizzas and 
cash.
Community Day began at 8:30
a.m. on Saturday with a fun run/ 
walk from Copeland’s parking lot 
to a pancake breakfast in Allen­
dale.
“The rain was kind of a damper,” 
according to Bob Stoll, the Direc- 
torof Student Activities at GVSU. 
Approximately 150 students and 
150 members of Allendale’s 
cummunity attended the breakfast.
After the free breakfast there 
was a flea market full of nifty 
things for students ’ dorms or apart­
ments. At 1:30 p.m. that after­
noon, the Lakers football team 
destroyed Mankato State.
The evening was topped off by 
a concert performed by the Rhythm 
Corps, with over 500 students in 
attendance.
Community Day was sort of a 
“Welcome Back Day” and hope­
fully, it improved the relationship 
between Allendale and GVSU 
students. “1 think it was a good 
start for the event,” said Stoll.
See COMMUNITY p 5
Fall Retreat Focuses on a 
Growing, changing GVSU
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Lauded by participants as the 
"best ever", this year’s Fall Lead­
ership Retreat brought a renewed 
sense o f purpose and enthusiasm 
to GVSU student leaders.
Excellent presentations by 
campus staff and the recognition 
thatmoststudentleadersatGVSU 
share common goals for Grand 
Valley in the years ahead were the 
sparks that ignited a blaze o f re­
newed purpose and confidence 
among the gathered organizations.
The weekend-long retreat, held 
at Camp Emory in the Blue Lake 
recreational area near Muskegon, 
featured cold nighttime tempera­
tures, a surprise impromptu birth­
day party and an outstanding se­
ries of presentations and activi­
ties.
Over 70 representatives from 
campus organizations as diverse 
as the International Club, Biology 
Club and the Pre-Law Society 
pazcked into the bare framed cab­
ins of the Rotary camp's grounds. 
This year's attendees represented 
the broadest base of student or­
ganizations to attend the annual 
retreats.
Much of the emphasis of this 
year's activities was focused on 
dealing effectively with change—  
skills that campus student organi­
zations willneed in the years ahead 
if  they are to successfully cope 
with the University's seemingly 
runaway growth.
Taking the advice in Dr. Don 
Williams' opening remarks that, 
"it would be very foolish of you 
not to try torelatehere," the retreat
members began to develop a taste 
of the multi-cultural fruit that 
Grand Valley is beginning to de­
velop.
Spurred to stretch their limits 
and, in the words o f  Andy Beach- 
enau of the Housing Office, re­
member that, "conflict equals 
change," current student leaders 
and those students wishing to 
develop leadership skills had an 
opportunity to 'compare notes’ on 
the state of GVSU.
In voicing their perceptions of 
the conflicts that Grand Valley’s 
changes were bringing, the retreat 
attendees came to see that most 
organizations recognized the same 
problems on campus, notably park­
ing and traffic problems, lack of 
adequate classroom and faculty 
resources, ensuring sufficient ac­
tivities for residential students and 
upgrading food and health serv­
ices.
The mood o f the meeting was 
summarized by one participant as 
one of, "everybody here (at 
GVSU), from the president to the 
student organizations, seems to be 
searching for an identity, a strong 
sense o f self, as it (Grand Valley) 
becomes bigger and bigger."
According to Ann Leslie of the 
Student Activities Office, sponsor 
of the event, this year’s retreat 
served its purpose well.
"The people we took on this 
retreat are the people who will 
make things happen this year at 
Grand Valley," she said. "We can 
tell after this weekend that they're 
going to do a great job."
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Retreat participants thawed out from a 4 8 ' night to warm up for the
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Police Active > 
Around Campus 
During Past Week
By Pam Thompson
News Writer
The police where involved 
in many incidents on and 
campus this pastaround 
week.
• Ottawa County sheriff 
officials reported there were 
about two dozens arrests from 
the o ff campus apartments. 
Many were from parties and 
about two-thirds o f  the 
students were not Grand 
Valley Students.
• A burglary in the men 
lockerroomatthefield house 
was reported last week. 
Campus police reported that 
a gold chain valued at $800 
and $25 in cash was stolen 
from an unlocked locker.
Police have no suspects.
•  A car parked in lot E had 
three tires slashed over the 
weekend. Police believethey 
have a suspect and are 
investigating the incident.
• On campus there were 
two minor in possession 
violations along with an 
operating under the influence 
of alcohol.
There was also a citation 
by Campus officers for open 
alcohol in a vehicle.
Tim Syrek contributed to 
this report.
STUDENT SENATE NEW S
The Grand Valley State University Student Senate, at the end of last semester, became full members 
in the Michigan Collegiate Coalition (MCC). This coalition, through its programs and projects, seeks 
to unite our state's four-year public institutions of higher education. Through an emphasis on the 
exchange of ideas, the coalition serves as an arena for discussion of concerns and acts as a support 
group promoting specific issues of interest to college and university students. One of its important 
functions is encouraging student governments, and students themselves, to become more familiar and 
involved in activities of the state and federal governments.
The Student Senate, throughout the course of this academic year, will be attempting to familiarize 
GVSU students with MCC, as well as encouraging them to participate in the programs and projects 
initiated by the coalition.
If you have questions or comn^ents regarding the Michigan Collegiate Coalition contact Rob 
Konopinski, Dan Kapp or Kathy Migneco in the Student Senate Office.
Note to all registered student organizations:
The deadline for submitting your organizations '89 - ’90 budget request is Fri­
day, September 22, at 4 p.m. These must be turned in to the Student Activities
Office reception desk.
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“ I have no party plans, so it 
really doesn’t matter. “ 
Peter A. Taylor 
Junior
Melissa Pruitt 
Junior *
JohnSchalefTin
Sophomore
; efforts to curb large scale parties. W ill the 
police presence alter your party plans?
No, because I’m rate of manyOf course not. No police could
Mv Turn
lYour Turn To Speak Out 
Protests Students' Social Poverty
To Everyone:
Does anyone realize or care about what's going on in the world 
around us today? The news is a helpful source when you’re ignorant. 
If anyone ever watched it they’d realize there are so many problems in 
the U.S. and abroad that it would be impossible to name them all. 
From pollution to racism and apartheid, the list is endless. The news is 
on every day, spewing more troubles, and yet people choose to ignore 
it (they’re all toobusy hoarding money and gathering status, I guess). 
Ignoring problems doesn’t make them disappear and surely doesn’t 
solve anything. I’m sorry that I feel obligated to write this letter, but I 
just wondered if anyone is as disgusted with this money-hungry 
society as I am. Greed is the root o f  most problems, and our yuppie- 
ish generation is only adding to them. Fancy cars, big stylish houses,
— the latestinfasbion, e te .... Who Cares?! - — —-----— -------- —
When there are hungry people living on the streets we go buy 
another Porsche. When there is limited jail space and minimal 
hospital care (except for the rich, of course), we go on another. 
shopping spree. When the government is already so incredibly 
corrupt. Hey! let’s vote in another lying war-monger to cut needed 
dollars from the few social programs we do have so they can propose 
an unnecessary war on drugs and make guns and tanks that don’t 
work and planes that don’t fly. And while we’re at it, let’s make the 
rich richer.
If people could put their mindless self-love and material greed aside 
just long enough to care, maybe some of these problems could be 
cured.
Until then, have fun with your designer clothes and expensive cars, 
and if this pathetic generation ever does realize that material 
possessions and status are actually worthless, I hope its not too late.
Laural Harms
M yth-conception explained
Stu MacKenzie, in “No Chance for a Make-up Test” (Sept. 6), and 
last week’s letter by R.M. Clinkscale propagate an irresponsible myth 
too dangerous to ignore.
The “safe sex” myth they espouse can NOT prevent, but merely 
reduce the probability of contracting disease, and ought to be used 
only by those who absolutely insist on their illicit, irrational sexual 
behavior. Advocating this myth is analogous to persuading people to 
merely reduce the number of bullets in their playing of Russian 
Roulette and telling them they’re safe from harm. We assert their 
deadly “game” is altogether unnecessary: abstinence and monogamy 
have never failed us, and we’ve not failed them (Sorry, R.M. 
Clinkscale).
What’s the flap about sex being immoral? God Himself made sex 
and passion, and gave us an avenue for its expression free from 
venereal disease, distrust, and guilt it’s called “marriage.” Do you 
think the only thing Adam and Eve did in the garden was play 
Monopoly?
On a yearly basis, condoms are about 90% effective. Tell us, Stu 
MacKenzie and R.M Clinkscale, do we just ignore the other 10%, 
some of whom become pregnant out of wedlock, some of whom 
acquire incurable or even fatal diseases? What do we tell them?
“Tough luck”? ‘Too bad”? “Rest in peace”?
It would be futile for us to suggest that people control their passions 
without telling them how it’s done. It begins with being bom again.
We turn our backs on sin and accept the legitimate claims the Lord 
Jesus Christ has from the dead still transforms lives today. We obey 
Him, and come to think like He does.
Sincerely,
Mr. and Mrs. George Sturm 
________ Mr. and Mrs. Brian ______
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hobbs
Lanthorn Letters Policy
'  My T urn  is a section devoted to expressing the personal 
views of members of the GVSU community. Letters should 
be addresses to the Opinion Editor, Lanthorn, Kirkhof Cen­
ter, Anonymous opinions will not be printed. For purposes 
of verification only, phone numbers must accompany letters.
Please limit letters to 300 words. Thz Lanthorn reserves the 
fright to edit for space and readability._______________  y
To the editor
I am a commuting student and I was 
displeased by last week’s Question (Lanthorn, 
Sept 13) in which students were asked about 
charging commuters to park. The problem is that 
there were more “yes” replies printed than “no” 
replies. I believe there should always be an 
equal ratio of replies, in all fairness to all who 
read your paper.
Sincerely,
Patrick Polega
As a fellow commuter, I  too was upset by the 
number of responses in favor of charging “us" 
for parking—as though we had any alternative 
but to drive (towns such as Holland and 
Muskegon are not quite.on the shuttlebus route).
While the Question is a non-scientific 
sampling, and thus not an accurate
representation o f GVSU attitudes, Ido try to____
present those answers that rtflect the proportion 
and scope of responses obtained by our poll.
I agree with you, Patrick. Fairness is needed. 
That is why every effort is made to present an 
unprejudiced, accurate sample of people’s 
answers. —Stu
By Stu MacKenzie
Opinion Editor
Fall, freshmen and football—three of the major 
ingredients of the party season. But let’s not forget three 
other parts o f  G VSU’s party recipe—kids, kegs and cops.
If last year and the past couple o f weeks are any 
indication, several GVSU students are going to find 
themselves enrolled in areal-world Criminal Justice 101 
over the upcoming weekends.
To bring the story up-to-date:
Last year a rising tide of large-scale parties overflowed 
the walls of several local landlords’ and residents’ 
tolerance. The county law enforcement agency was 
brought in to “crack down” on what were seen as GVSU 
students misbehaving en masse. The situation was fueled
bulk of property damage and citations issued to GVSU 
students  ^(We had a joke around the Lanthorn office last 
year that if  you couldn’t get into Grand Valley on the 
strength of your grades, you just needed to get drunk here 
and trash a stairway or two, and the local press would 
automatically grant you GVSU-student status.)
This year there seems to be more o f the same—arrests 
are being made, but so far approximately 2/3 o f those 
receiving citations are not GVSU students. As Lt. Larry 
Beld of the Ottawa County Sheriffs department put it, “If
See Party Time, p. 4
The Question: Interviews by Thomas Helferich II Photos by Emily Stankey
The Ottawa County Sheriff’s Department is continuing 
last year’s
increased
whatsoever, event hough I did 
get an M.I.P. this weekend. “
Damon Smith 
Sophomore
alter any party plans, but people 
will be more wary of the police 
presence. “
Jill Robinson 
Sophomore
students who slaves on 
weekends to pay my tuition, so it 
won’t effect my party plans. 
Brett Colley 
Senior
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I were an 18-year old and needed a place to party, Grand Valley would be the place to go.**
Despite this encouraging slant on the number of wrests and citations, and the fact that 
GVSLTs crime rate is among the lowest in the state, two facts remain—GVSU students do 
contribute to the community’s perceived "party problem,” and the county police plan to 
maintain five cars in our vicinity for as long as they deem necessary. This means that 
everyone on-campus and in the surrounding area needs to employ extra care in their 
weekend behavior.
The most common tool used by police is the traffic stop. Vehicles that weave, speed or 
display improper safety equipment, such as burned out lights or bad mufflers, are fair 
game to be pulled over. Suspicious behavior on the part of the vehicle’s occupants or open 
containers in plain sight justify a search of that vehicle. Of course, aMdesigriated driver” 
and fastened seat belts are still the best safety devices you can use for the drive home, and 
your best defense if you’re pulled over.
In responding to complaints about noise or over-crowding in apartments, police are not 
allowed to just walk in unannounced. However, virtually any communication with an 
officer through an open door is tantamount to giving permission to enter. Combine a 
complaint with 20 people whooping it up and a keg in plain sight in the middle of the 
living room, and you can expect an officer to ask to come in to check IDs. Refusing 
permission to enter just means that the officers can wake up a judge and seek a warrant, 
and you can imagine the kind of mood that produces in everyone.
- So if your partying takes you from "good time” to “messed up”, how do you handle 
getting busted? What are the ins and outs? Here are a few simple common-sense 
guidelines:
• The worst thing you can do to a cop is take a swing. Is there anyone out there stupid 
enough to try this one? If your hormones or blood-alcohol level get away from you, you 
can expect to spend a night in the crossbar hotel. You can also count on a fairly expensive 
trip to court, and possibly a few more days in the pokey. The same thing applies to giving 
the officer a lot of veibal abuse. Cops have tempers too, and the way they can take it out is 
by “lodging” you overnight While it might make for a great Creative Writing paper, it’s 
definitely not a fun weekend.
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• The second wont thing youcan do.toacop is lie. Officers me required to show 
you the respect you are due as citizens, and they demand the same m spect in return. 
Unless you pose an obvious throu to yourself or others, the officer has great powers of 
discretion at his or her disposal. Your behavior will influence thai discretion. Accept 
the bet that the party is over, follow die officer’s “advice", and you stand a good 
chance of being left alone.
Of course, if you’re a minor, you should be prepared to receive an M P (minor in 
possession) citation, a misdemeanor. You’ll be issued an “appearance ticket”, which 
means that you’re given a date to show up in the Hudaonvilie court and answer to the 
charges. MIPs currently ran about $125 in fines and costs for a first offense, and will 
influence the outcome of future “problems." Probably the worst part of an MIP is 
contacting your folks to borrow the money to pay for it
• The worst thing you can do to yourself is hit the road drunt So far no one’s been
killed out here from over-imbibing, but we have had at least one case of someone under 
the influence being struck by a car. Stay in one place—the party across campus isn’t 
that much better than the one you’re at now. When it’s time to go home, use a 
designated driver. ~
• The second worst thing you can do to yourself is shit something that belongs to 
somebody else—like walls or doors or windows. Malicious destruction of property 
valued over $100 is a felony, and felonies are forever. Felony convictions mean no 
voting, no bonding and maybe no freedom for a while. Area landlords have gotten a 
conviction on every charge of felony malicious destruction they’ve pressed, and there’s 
no reason to assume that you can break their streak.
The public safety staff of GVSU understand that students will party, and yes, they 
know what that means.
But aside from being physically threatened, the worst part of a cop’s job is 
responding to calls involving serious injury or death. In the words of GVSU’s Director 
of Public Safety A1 Wygant, “We’re not out to ruin someone’s good time, we just want 
to make sure that no one gets hurt” As long as the threat of alcohol-related injury or 
property damage exists, the police will continue their weekend activities. Therefore, 
the Lanthorn once again encourages students who party to party hearty, but party 
smart
The above material represents common sense and common courtesy, and does not condone the 
use of alcohol by minors; nor does it constitute legal advice. Anyone seeking interpretation of the 
law should consult a qualified attorney.
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IJ.S. College Enrollment 
Largest Ever This Year
PIERSMA'S
PHARMACY
“YOUR FULL SERVICE DRUG STORE AND MORE"
5 Pharmacists to serve you, 
with fast, friendly service and 
advice
FREE ADVICE WHENEVER YOU 
NEED IT
Ask our pharmacists any questions, at any time, on 
any of your health needs, non-prescription or 
prescription,
vitamins, remedies or other items
QUESTIONS ON HEALTH 
RELATED TOPICS?
Our Pharmacists Can Help You
LOW DISCOUNT PRICES.
Call 895-4358 - W ell gladly quote you a price 
on your prescription.
FAST, FRIENDLY, 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE.
EASY PRESCRIPTION 
TRANSFER SERVICE 
Just bring us the bottle, we will do the rest.
While you’re here, browse through our large 
American Greeting Card and Gift Depart­
ment, find your favorite cosmetics from 
Revlon, Maybelline, Cover Girl and more. 
Plus - school and office supplies, jewelry, 
personal care, appliances, photo supplies, .
toys, candy, convenience foods - arid more!
1- ----- ----------- -----
PIERSMA'S PHARMACY, "yourfull service 
drugstore and more, " also provides:
• Utility Bill Collection
• One Day Dry Cleaning Service
• Copy Machine Service -150
• Postage Stamps
• Large Selection of Generic Drugs
• Russell Stover Candy
• Next Day or Free Photo Finishing 6 Days a
Week
• 10% Student Prescription Discount
__ .  r ^ p n t . r i 7 M i  Prescription Records____
We accept mot! 3rd party inturance programs including: 
Medicaid, PHP, Care Choicei, BCBS, PCS, PAID, MESSA, 
SET, Heahh Care Network, Teamttera, Aetna, Medimet, 
Butterworth HMO. Partners HMO, and others.
■YOUR FULL SERVICE DRUG STORE AND MORE"
PIERSMA'SPH ARM ACY5^ :
447 S T A N D A L E  P L A Z A  • 6857 L A K E  M IC H .  D R .  
453-4980 895-4358
Sumdiilc 
9-9 Mon.- Sat.
SELL IT
FAST!!!
in The Lanthorn 
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Call 895-3608
(CPS) - - More people than ever 
before will go to college this year, 
says the y.S. Department of Edu­
cation.
While most schools won’t be 
releasing complete student counts 
for another month, some early 
returns suggest the Education Dept 
may be correct
Rhode Island College registered 
a record-sized freshman class this 
fall, while Pittsburg State Univer­
sity in Kansas has enrolled aobut 
200 more students- - a 3.5 percent 
increase - - than last year.
There are so many new students 
in California that the state is search­
ing for a new place to build a 10th 
University of California campus.
In August VirginaTech and the 
University of Virginia announced 
plans to build a new campus to 
accommdoateongoingenrollment 
increases, challenging a similar 
plan by George Mason University 
to do the same thing.
So many students already have 
poured onto the University of 
Arizona campus this month that 
freshmen'are having trouble get­
ting into overcrowdedclasses, and 
are being housed temporarily in 
dorm study lounges, Registrar 
David Butler said.
In its annual “Back to School 
Forecast” released in early Sep­
tember, the Education Dept, sug­
gested the scene will be repeated 
on many campuses. It predicted 
thaf 1.9 percent more students will 
enroll this year, pushing the total 
number of collegians over 13 mil­
lion for the first time ever.
About 78 percent will attend 
public institutions, which has 
stayed pretty much the same 
throughout the 1980s.
More students than ever before 
—just over a million— will earn 
bachelor’s degrees, the report fore­
cast.
puzzle solution Sixties Need To End
ATilN
□ a c i  □ □ a d d  
□ □ o i q  □ □  □ □ □ □ «  add □□□□ da
(C P S )-E v en  as the 
commercialized remembrances of 
the 1969 Woodstock music festival 
finished failing miserably, the 
National Association For The 
Advancement o f Time called for a 
“Boycott the Past Week.”
“We’re getting pretty fed up
with baby boomers reliving their 
childhood in prime tim e,” 
complained NAFTAT President 
Bruce Elliott, 27, o f  Los Angeles. 
“Meanwhile, all other lives are 
brushed aside as irrelevant. We 
want to end the sixties in our 
lifetime.”
R H O
S Y
Community - ....... -- ... — -----
From p. 1
“It was nice to see a group from
T-TolD Y-YOU WE SHOULD HAVE PlCXED GRAND VAU-EY APARTMENTS!
TO
CL^s s e : 
*
T
j UL
Allendale
9 9 Mon.- Fri.; 9-6 Sat
Two bedroom furnished 
apartments with 
utilities included ARE 
available NOW! 
Call Dave at 895-6351
We’re right on the edge of campus.
1 ^  A  The alternative you deserve. 
G R A N D  VALLEY 
V A P A R T M E N T S
PHONE: 895-6351
the community and the University 
work for a common goal.”
N e x t y e a r S to ll u id  there w ill
probably be carnival rides and 
better weather.
He also hopes more students 
will come and join in the fun.
Peppino's 
Pizza
Offers
Two 12 inch Pizzas
( up to (luce items)
Tor only $ 10.00!
Call 895-4308
S£LL IT FAST!!
IN THE LANTHORN  
C LASS IF IED S
STUDENT RATE:
$1.00 FOR FIRST 15 WORDS
REGULAR RATE:
$3.00 FOR FIRST 15 WORDS 
$.15 FOR EACH 
ADDITIONAL WORD 
$.10 FOR EACH BOLD WORD 
$1.00 FOR OUTLINING
PI ACE AD S  IN PERSO N  
AT THE LANTHORN. 
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Former Boston U 
Counselor Comes to 
Grand Valley State
Kip Pearson 
Campus Life Writer
Welcome Virginia Lee 
Stamler, Grand Valley State 
University’s newest coun­
selor.
Stamler has counseled 
at Boston University, pre­
sented papers on women’s 
issues, and published ar­
ticles on non-mutual coun­
seling terminations.
Diana Pace, director of 
counseling, feels that 
Stamler is very personable 
and open. She has good 
counseling skills, and has 
special interests in speech 
anxiety and women’s 
concerns. Stamler is bright 
and has excellent experi­
ence from other instutional 
positions, with skills in 
applied research.
While touring Grand 
Valley Stamler said she 
liked, “the community 
feeling it has. In fact, I’ve 
always worked in a bigger 
university. My original 
intent was to work in a
Chile's Human Rights 
of Lectures
smaller university. I 
like getting to know 
people in the differ­
en t areas of the uni­
versity, with a large 
university that’s hard 
to do.”
Coming from a 
family where she was 
the fust to get a 
degree, Stamler can 
understand some of 
the feelings first 
generation, college 
students feels. Al­
though, she is not 
exactly sure how it 
affects students. “I’m 
sure it creates a cer­
tain amount of con­
cern for students 
because you really 
don’t know what the 
ropes are, especially 
in terms of a career.
For example, how do
you go about choosing a career; especially, if you don’t have a professional 
parent situation.”
Stamler has done research on women’s issues. Her current research is 
on women’s preference for male or female therapists, women’s career 
development, public speaking, anxiety management, and the reasons why 
students leave counseling early; before the
% S ee  C O U N S E L O R , p. 8
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Stamler said she likes the community feeling at 
Grand Valley and that her original intent was to 
work at a smaller university.
Reporter for the Chilean Information Network to speak today
By Cheryl Frye
Campus Life Editor
Apple To Give Away Computer At GVSU
By Allen Dings
News Writer
As part of a national program 
conducted at campuses all across 
the country, Apple Computer, Inc. 
will be giving away a Macintosh 
Plus® computer on September 29, 
1989.
Grand Valley State University 
signcdapurchase program contract 
with Apple Computer, Inc. and 
local re ta iler Advanced 
Management Systems last spring, 
which gives full-time students, 
fac ulty and staff the opportuni ty to 
purchase Macintosh equipment at
a substantial discount, in many 
cases over 40 percent below retail. 
The program is similar to those at 
larger universities, such as MSU 
and U of M.
AMS representative Paul Duley 
said, “the program allows us a 
good interface with students.”
“Apple has had a big impact (on 
students and faculty) because of 
ease of use and availability of 
software and teaching tools,” 
Duley added..
Two bonuses for students with 
an Apple computer are that “they 
can finish their papers more 
quickly, and with more flare than
work done on regular DOS pro­
grams,” according to Duley.
Apple realized that students need 
an affordable computer.
“The giveaway was designed to 
give a student awareness of our 
purchase plan,” Duley added.
All Grand Valley faculty, staff, 
and full-time students are eligible 
to enter the drawing.
Entries may be placed in the 
MAC box located in Manitou 
Computer Lab.
All entries will be accepted 
through Thursday, September 28, 
and the winner will be selected on 
the following day.
“Human Right’s and Chile’s 
Road to Democracy", will be the 
theme and topic o f  several lectures 
being given by Steve Anderson, 
September 20 and 21, on Grand 
Valley campuses.
Anderson, formerly was a pub­
lic high school teacher for two 
years, an attorney in private prac­
tice for two years, and a newspaper 
editor/manager for the Washing­
ton County Observer.
Anderson became director of the 
Rodrigo Rojas Fund, from 1986- 
1987., and was in charge o f a non­
profit human rights organization. 
This organization dealt with Ve­
ronica De-Negri, a mother ^ of a 
Chilean child who was burned to 
death in Chile. The organization 
creates a liaison for legal efforts 
between the United States and 
Chile.
As an associate attorney for 
Johnson and Freedman, P.C., his 
responsibilities were in the per­
formance o f amnesty- work for 
Maryland’s biggest immigration 
law practice.
Currently, Anderson reports for 
the Chilean Information Network, 
in Santiago. The network sends 
computerized information to the 
United States and Europe on Chil­
ean politics from a human-rights 
perspective. He also works closely 
with the Vicariate of Solidarity, 
Chile’s leading human right’s 
organization.
The Chilean Information Net­
work and Anderson will play a 
large pan in letting the world know 
the impact that upcoming Chilean 
elections will have on South Amer­
ica’s future. It will be the jobof the 
newly elected government to deal 
with the effects of the human rights 
practices of the past regime.
In case you are having a hard 
timeconnecting this with your own 
life, have you ever heard the song, 
They Dance Alone by Sting?
They Dance aAone tells a story 
o f  protest by the women o f Chile. 
The women create pieces o f art, 
that show women dancing alone 
with a picture o f their husbands 
attached to their shirts. The women 
are protesting the fact that their 
husbands have completely disap­
peared for no apparent reason.
December 14,
1989, Chileans will 
be able to go to the 
election polls for  
the first time in 
twenty years.
Stevens is returning to the United 
States for several reasons. Before 
arriving at Grand Valley, he is 
speaking at the University of 
Wisconsin. Stevens will also be 
working to support the Torture 
Victim Protection Act, now be­
fore Congress. This act states that 
any person who commits torture 
in a foreign country can be prose­
cuted in the United States.
Arriving on Wednesday, Ste­
vens will discuss his experiences 
with several classes at Grand 
Vally’s Allendale campus. Thurs- 
day at 7 p.m. in the L.V. Ebcrhard 
Center, Stevens will lecture on his 
experiences with the Chilean In­
formation Network and what 
impact the December 14 election 
could hold for Chile’s future. For 
more information about Ander­
son’s appearance, or how to learn 
more about the history of human 
rights abuses in Chile, contact 
Professor Walter Foote at 895- 
3186.
Bookstore Gets a Facelift 
Along With a New Name
Janine Brown
Campus Life Writer
The University Book­
store’s week-long Grand 
Reopening sale ended on 
Friday, September 15.
The sale was kicked off 
Monday with a 16% discount 
on all items storewide. On 
Tuesday, Gear crewneck 
sweatshirts were reduced $6 
to $19.95 and $23.50. Gen­
eral reading books were 
marked one quarter off on 
Wednesday. A JanSport 
sweatshirt was marked $8 off 
on Thursday. Friday, free 
stamps were given away with 
the purchase of a greeting
card with a value of over $ 1.00.
The purpose of this sale 
was to bring students into the 
newly remodeled bookstore to 
see the recent changes. The 
most obvious change was the
Main Deck Bookstore, as it was 
last year, to the more clear 
University Bookstore. The 
remodeled store has more cash­
ier lanes and these are more 
easily accessible to the handi­
capped. There are now more 
signs to point you in the right 
direction, lighted glass cases in 
the front section of the book­
store, and a totally different 
color scheme. These changes 
should make it easier to get in
and out quickly. Accord­
ing to Jerry Nickols, man­
ager of the bookstore, 
“people say it looks big­
ger and we didn ’ t add any 
space.”
Sales have been up, 
but because of the in­
creased enrollment this 
year they can’t be sure it’s 
because of the sale. 
di<
items though, particularly 
the sweatshirts.
Eight prizes were 
given Friday afternoon to 
entrants in the drawing An 
igloo cooler was given to 
Maureen Haan while a 
Texas Instruments Spell 
Checker was won by 
Donna Wcnke. Rob 
Hammand picked up his
See BOOKSTORE, p. 8
PHOTO BY WENDY 
Two students take advantage of the University 
Bookstore's recent sale.
Greek Rush Ends; 
103 Students Pledge
By Linda Burtch
Campus Life Writer
It’s finally over! Formal Greek 
Rush, which has been taking place 
for thp past week, is finished.
No longer will we see posters, 
flyers, and banners every time we 
turn around stating, “Rush this”, 
“Rush that”, “Rush, Rush, Rush!” 
What is Rush any way? Rush is 
a time when Greek Organizations 
recruit new members. To do this, 
they hold openhouse events in 
which they describe their activities, 
benefits and structures.
Once the people going through 
Rush have seen all of the Greek 
Organizations, they choose which 
ones they would like to join. Al ter 
the rushccs choose, the fraternities
Sec RUSH p. 8
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Calendar of Events
David. Naster, one o f the most popular comedians to come to Grand 
Valley, returns on September 21.
decided to combine his variety of 
talents and take his act on the road.
His appearances at colleges and 
universities have always been well- 
liked, just like they are received 
here at Grand Valley. He has 
performed at over 200 different 
colleges and has also appeared in 
clubs across the country, includ­
ing The Comedy Store in New 
York and the Improvisation in Los 
Angeles.
Nastar’s career has expanded to 
include television as well. He has
appeared on the USA cable net­
work on “Nightflight” and “Com­
edy Tonight” in addition to two 
specials aired on HBO.
Nastar is a diverse performer 
with something in his act for ev­
eryone. His combination of stand- 
up comedy, general silliness and 
various gags will be sure to please 
one and all.
So be there on Thursday at 9 
p.m. in the Crow’s Nest and be 
prepared to laugh!
By Sherry Lingerfelt
Campus Life Writer
Varietij in 
Motion P R S S A  To H old  O pen Forum
On Professional Development
The Duo, consisting of Rick and Mardene, 
preformed at the Louise Armstrong Theater 
last Thursday. The act consisted of 
comedy, dancing, jugling, unicycling, and 
audience partiepation.
Rick, right, prepares to ride double-decker 
with Sue Waters as his second story as 
Mardene gives sue some last minute advice 
on unicycling balcnce.
The Grand Valley Public 
Relations Student Society of 
America will be holding an Alumni 
Panel Discussion, Monday, 
September 25 at 6pm in Cabins A, 
B and C in the Kirkhof Center.
The event will allow students 
and alumni members an open 
forum fordiscussiononsuch issues 
as professional development and
finding your first job.
The Public Relations Student 
Society of America is a pre- 
professional organization 
dedicated to enriching students in 
the field of Public Relations.
All interested students are 
welcome to attend. For more 
information contact Barry Kirsch 
at 895-7093.
Movie: Bill & Ted’s Excellent Adventure
Wednesday at 9:00 p.m.
Friday & Saturday at 7:00 p.m.
132 Lake Huron Hall 
Free Admission
Comedian David Nastar will be 
making his fifth appearance at 
Grand Valley on Thursday, Sep­
tember 21, at the Kirkhof Center’s 
Crow’s Nest.
Nastar performed at the Cam­
pus Life Night last year, and I’m 
sure everyone that was there re­
membered what a good time he 
provided. His sing-a-long to the 
Gilligan’s Island theme song was 
hilarious! His style changes with 
his audience, with each show 
adding bigger and better surprises.
Nastar has been making people 
laugh for years. He started crack­
ing jokes in elementary school and 
hasn’t stopped since. He gradu­
ated from the University of Kan­
sas with degrees in music and 
theater. Nastar then started per­
forming professionally as a mime 
and a clown on street comers 
throughout the Midwest.
Nastar then went on to the 
Marcel Marccau School of Panto­
mime in Paris. Not long after, he
Dance
Presented by Delta Sigma Theta Sorority 
Friday, September 22 from 10:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.
Kirkhof C e n t e r __
Admission $3, $2.50 with College ID 
For more information contact Shelia Williams at 895-6085
G rand Valley Sportsmans Club 
Organizational Meeting
Tuesday, September 26 at 9:00 p.m.
Kleiner Commons
For more information contact Larry Brown at 895-7157
Nursing Department Applications Due
by Saturday. September 30 
167 Lake Michigan Hall 
For more information contact the Kirkhof Nursing Office at 895-3558
This column is provided for free announcements by student 
organizations. To get your activity listed, fill out and place the form 
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How will your resume 
look to potential employers 
after you graduate? Having a 
college educadonisadefinite 
asset, but you can bet 
employers will want to know 
whatkindof work experience 
you have. Will you show any 
experience even' remotely 
related to the type o f  
employment you will be 
seeking?
Co-op, internship, field 
placem ent, a ffilia tions, 
rotations, student teaching: 
there are many terms, but these 
are essentially all the same 
thing - study related work 
experience. Some
experiences are paid, some 
unpaid, but credit toward your 
degree is usually available. 
Certain degree programs have 
experience built into them as 
in education and nursing. 
Most others offer a co-op or 
internship option.
All types of co-ops and 
internships are currently 
available. For students 
interested in personnel work, 
immediate jobs are available 
in a music business, hospital 
setting and industry. For 
business or liberal arts majors,
Em ;
an office administration, 
position in the credit rating
for an MBA, MPA, or other 
master’s degrees may be 
eligible for jobs in hospitals 
in either a  fundraising or 
personnel/special projects 
function.
An advertising sales 
support positionisposted with 
a local radio station and a 
home health care agency is 
looking for health science, 
public administration, 
marketing or accounting 
majors to help with its daily 
operation. Three major 
journalism  internship/ 
scholarship programs are 
currently taking applications 
for participation nextsummer 
with deadlines approaching. 
These programs, one of which 
is for minorities, place  
students to work on big city 
newspapers.
If you are interested in a 
co-op or internship to start 
right away or over the next 
couple o f semesters, a first 
step may be to contact the 
Cooperative Education and 
Placement Office, 105 Com­
mons, at 895-3311.
COUNSELOR---------------------
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counselor feels they are ready 
to stop.
Stamlcr hopes that her contri­
bution to Grand Valley will be in 
the area of research; especially, 
in the area of student services. 
Stamlcr. believes that people 
would be surprised over the 
quality of the students services at 
Grand Valley.
Impressed with the student 
services and the school, Stamler 
said she would like to make the 
school, “a better place for stu­
dents to be.”
Among Stamler’s other inter­
est arc presenting papers at 
national conferences. “I do that 
a lot, usually once or twice a 
year," commented Stamlcr. Her 
most recent paper was on speech 
anxiety and how students can 
change how they think about 
things in order to help them­
se lves. "I team ed a lo t about
what other people are doing 
around the country,” Stamler 
said. Another recent paper pre­
sented by Stamler dealt with 
teaching the university commu­
nity how to deal with emotional 
people.
Other interests of Stamler’s are 
traveling, visiting other coun­
tries, watching how people relate 
to each other compared to our 
society, and eating different food 
from other countries. She enjoys 
having others over to cook and 
likes to go backpacking in the 
mountains.
Students should come in and 
see Stamler utilize her skills in 
counseling, public speaking, and 
career development.
Located in the downstairs of 
the Commons, Stamler is avail­
able for Grand Valley student 
counseling.
BOOKS ___________________
From p. 6
wagon and Mau McNulty received 
a Magna vox Stereo Recorder. A 
Sony A.M7F.M. Recorder and a 
Sony Stereo Recorder were 
awarded to Jean Paul Vivian and
Pete Contampasis respectively. 
The last two prizes: a lighted neon 
phone and a TI68 calculator were 
claimed by entrants Marion Popp 
and Tricia Brink.
R U SH ______________________
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and sororities decide which people 
they want to invite as new 
members.
This year’s Grand Valley Greek 
Rush enlarged the Greek 
population by 103 people.
The sororities have 62 new 
pledges. Pledge classes range in
size from twelve to eighteen.
The fraternities inducted 41 new 
members. The largest pledge class 
is nineteen.
With the Greek population near 
300, this new group of pledges 
will increase membership by one 
third.
Tuition Increases Outpace Financial Aid
(CPS) — Tuition increases 
during the 1980s have easilyoutnin 
students’ resources to pay for 
school, the College Board said 
Sept. 5.
While tuition has rocketed 56 
percent at private four-year 
colleges and 302 percent at public 
four-year campuses since 1980, 
the Jotal amount of student aid 
increased only 10.5 percent, the 
New York-based group found
Families, moreover, weren’t 
earning that much more money to 
useto make up the difference. After 
allowing for inflation, the College 
Board figured average family 
disposable income rose 16percent 
during the same period.
Students returned to classes this 
fall to find tuition had gone up 
again by an average o f 5-to-9 
percent from a year ago.
The federal government’s 
diminishing role helped spur the 
tuition increases, the College 
Board’s repot - - called ‘Trends 
in Student Aid, 1980 to 1989” - -  
indicated. Federal student aid 
dropped from 83 percent of all 
grant and scholarship money 
available to 75 percent this year.
A College 
Scapegoat
•Mistake? 1 
don't see a 
mistake. 
Anyone here 
see a 
mistake?"
At the same time, state aid grew 
only from 5 percent to 6 percent of 
the help available. Campuses thus 
had to increase to amount they 
gave to students, from 12 to 19 
percent of the aid money used to 
pay for tuition.
“There is some question about 
whether schools can continue to
increase thataid indefinitely,” said 
the College Board’s Gwendolyn 
Lewis. ‘T o  offer more aid,” she 
added, “schools would have toraise 
tuition even m ore 'rapidly. 
Increasing student aid and keeping 
tuition down “are directly in 
conflict.”
How’re you going to do it?
“My rliem lab report is due Monday. 
My English lit. paper is due Tuesday. 
My economies paper is due on Wednesday. 
And the big game’s tomorrow’’
PS/2 it!
Now, super savings on PS/2’s.
Be ready for this semester with the IBM Personal Systoni/2.® 
Choose from five complete packages of hanlwarc and software- 
all at special low student prices. What’s more, when you pur­
chase a PS/2,® you can get the exciting new PHQDIGY® 
service at less than half the retail price? Strike while the 
prices are hot. Pick the PS/2 that’s right for you.
Model 25
8525001
M odel 30 286
8530  E21
M odel 50 Z
8550  031
Model 55 SX
0555 061
M odel 70 386
8570 E 61
Mem ory 640Kb 1Mb 1Mb 2Mb 4M b
Processor 808 6 (0  MHz) 80286  (10 MHz) 80286 (10 MHz) 80386SX~(16M H z) 8 0 3 8 6 "  (16 MHz)
3.5* diskette drive 720Kb 1.44Mb 144Mb 144Mb 144M b
Fixed disk drive 20M b 20M b 30M b 60Mb 60M b
Micro Channel" 
architecture - - Yes Yes Yes
D isplay Monochrome 8513 Color 8513 Color 8513 Color 8513 Color
M ouse Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Software D O S  4 0 
Microsoil® 
Windows/286 
hD C  W indows 
E xp re ss "
D O S  4 0 
Microsoft 
W indows/286 
Word 5 0 ‘ 
hD C  W indows 
Express 
hD C  W indows 
M anage r" 
hD C  W indows 
C o lo r"
D O S  4 0 
Microsoft 
W indows/286 
Word 5 0 *  
Excel*
hD C  W indows 
Express 
hOC W indows 
Manager 
hOC W indows 
Color
D O S  4 0 
Microsolt 
Windows/386 
Word 50 * 
Excel*
hDC Windows 
Express 
hOC Windows 
Manager 
hOC Windows 
Color
D O S  4 0 
Microsolt 
W indows/386 
Word 5 0 *  
Excel*
hO C  W indows 
/  Express 
/ hD C  W indows 
Manager 
hO C  W indows 
Color
— C 1 A Q Q ------ — t » O Q Q ^  _? £ yf9 9 9 3 y499 *4 ,899
IBM Printers Proprinter" III w/Cable (4201/003)
Propmter X24E w/Cable (4207/002) 
Proprinler XL24E w/Cable (4206/002) S M S
Come to the IBM PS\2 Computer Fair 
Thursday, September 28th 
at the Kirkhof Center 
in the Mainsail Lounge
•Mk io so II Word and Excel are the Academic Editions This oiler Is tainted to quaMied students, laculty and stall who order an IBM PS/2 Model 
8525 001.8530 E21. 8550 031.8555 061 or8570 E61 on or belote October 31. 1989 Prices quoted do not include sales lax handling and/oi 
processing charges Check with your institution regarding Ihese charges Orders are subted to ihwlab*ty IBM may withdraw the promotion „| art, 
lime without wnlten notice 7
BM. P e io i i l  System/? and PS/? ire registered Irademeiks. and Pejprnler and Mem  Channel are Iradamark, ol Inlwnaldoil Business MarNnes Cwrarehon Mrrosoli 
registered Iredemark ol Mcio ioh  Corpoialion PRODIGY is a legtslsred trademark ol Prodgy Senecas Company a psrtnwshb or B M  and Sews rc C  Wndows E knreix 
hOC Wndows Manager and IC C  Wndows Color are Iredemarka ot IC C  Computer Corporation 0OM0SX ard 0030® are Iraderrwks ol M U  Ctxoonlion ©  IBM Cw p 1909
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Julie Alder son. Colleen Murphy (above) and the rest of the Laker sauad
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N etters 
W in 
GLIAC  
O pener
By Timothy Padot
Sports Writer
The Grand Valley women's 
volleyball team opened the GLIAC 
season last Tuesday with a 3-1 win 
over Hillsdale.
The game came complete with 
home team “Bleacher Creatures" 
and Spalding hand towels given to 
the first 200 spectators.
Head coach Joan Boand raid, 
“It was a very nice crowd, at this 
point we need everything that can 
help us.”
The ladies started slow in the 
first game, dropping to a quick 7- 
3 deficit, but sophomore Janice 
Yaeger stepped up to the serving 
stripe and the team streaked to a 7- 
all tie. Hillsdale’s Joanna Switzer 
served up a 13-7 Charger lead and 
the Lakers where against the ropes.
Redshirt freshman Julie Alder- 
son tried to spark a comeback with 
a key block, but the Charger’s 
defensfrproved too strong as they 
held o ff the Laker attack and 
cruised to a 15-7 win.
In the second game, the Lakers 
came out with a vengeance as 
Colleen Murphy set Alderson for 
a kill. That play. gave the netters a 
side out and shortly thereafter a 
4-0 lead.
A  close line call that went to 
Grand Valley put sophomore 
Martha Najib at the helm. A serv­
ice ace refueled the rally and Najib 
served to a 9-0 margin.
The Hillsdale coaching staff 
tried to cool down the red hot 
Lakers by calling two time-outs, 
but within minutes the team had 
rallied behind Kim Gravel’s serves 
and they transformed a 9-1 lead 
into a 15-1 final.
A see-saw battle in the third 
game saw the Chargers mount a 3-
2  lead, but soon after Murphy 
served up two aces in a row to push 
the Lakers ahead 4-3. Grand Val­
ley’s Jenny Avereyn regained the 
side out on a kill and Alderson 
pushed the serve until another 
Avereyn spike capped off a 9-3 
lead.
Hillsdale, not ready to fold, came 
back to9-6,butby the time Murphy 
was done serving for the second 
time in the game the lead was up to 
13-8. Things looked good for the 
Lakers but Hillsdale once again 
valiantly came back to within one 
at 13-12. Grand Valley didn’t 
back down though, and a Murphy 
tip put them over the top for good 
15-12.
The ladies were charged up from 
a 2-1 lead and in the fourh game 
they responded to Hillsdale’s die 
hard attitude. Alderson started the 
game with a service ace and that 
lead was never diminished.
Freshman Mary Linzie com­
bined with Murphy on a block to 
spark a three point rally and end a 
9-2 lead. A kill and an ace later
Najib served until a 14-3 lead. 
' Matchpointwasreadilyathand.lt 
was at this point where the team 
would hit a road block.
After holding o ff Charger at­
tacks throughout the match, sud­
denly at match point Grand Valley 
couldn’t finish the Chargers off. 
Hillsdale took adwpuage o f the 
Laker lapse and their setter lead 
them back to a 14-7 deficit
With the “Bleacher Creatures” 
in an impatient uproar, Grand 
Valley’s Murphy blocked an at­
tack and Yaeger served up the 
final 15-7.
Hillsdale fell to 5-3 and Grand 
Valley improved to 2-1.
When asked about the Laker’s 
so-called  rebuilding year, 
Hillsdale head coach Dick Powers 
commented, “Grand Valley is a 
good team! They’re a well trained 
team, and their defensive abilities 
really showed tonight Their abil­
ity to pass from the back and keep­
ing the ball in play overshadowed 
the offensive errors they commit- 
See VOLLEYBALL, p. 11
Lady Runners Tie for First at Hope; 
Ninth at Midwest Collegiate Invite
Defense the Key in 
Gridders 27-18 Win
Interceptions Hold O ff Butler Comeback
By Mark Halstead
Sport* Writer
By Joe Lowden
Sports Writer
It was a big week for the 
women’s cross country team, who 
may run their way into the nation ’s 
top 20. It alfstarted last Tuesday-aL-
Lhc Hope Invitational. The Lakers 
tied for first place with Alma, 
sharing 39 points.
First for the Lakers, and third 
overall was Laura Moore (19:07), 
fifth overall was Trina Yonkers 
(19:26), seventh was Kelly Cole 
(19:31), Nicki Vandenberg was 
11 Lh with a time of 19:36. Debbie 
Pruitt, Shelly Cole, and Radical 
Carr finished 13lh - 24th - and 
30th respectively.
“It was a great race, even though 
we were without Saundra (Terrel)
- because of a class,” said coach 
Gary Martin.
Finishing behind Grand Valley 
-was-Siena Heights, Hope,-^nd_
total of 287 runners all from top 
schools of the Midwest.
Althoughcoach Martin was only 
expecting his team to finish in the 
top 50 percent, they finished ninth 
out.of the 27 teams.____________
Spring Arbor. Over the years these 
private school teams have given 
Grand Valley a rough go at it.
“We’ve always had a tough time 
with these (private) schools.” said 
Martin.
Next up was the Midwest Colle­
giate, held last Saturday in Ke­
nosha, Wisconsin.
A total of 27 colleges, ranked 
from division one, two, and three, 
were all present. The race had a
With Grand Valley’s score of 
236, Martin was thrilled of his 
team’s performance.
“(The Midwest Invitational) 
really helped our rankings and 
helped us get close to Hillsdale 
(ranked first in the GLIAC), They 
(Hillsdale) only scored 31 points 
ahead of us,” stated Martin.
The next meet for the women’s 
cross country team is this Satur­
day, at the Ferris Invitational.
Making the big play and brav­
ing the elements enabled Grand 
Valley to keep their perfect season 
going this past Saturday.
Playing on a rained soaked field, 
and without a scoreboard for the 
most of the game, the Lakers (3-0) 
overcame a poor first half to defeat 
Butler University (1-2), 27-18, in 
Indianapolis.
It was any thing but easy for head 
coach Tom" Beck and his squad, 
and if  not for a big play defen­
sively it would have been more 
difficult.
With the Lakers clinging to a 
13-12 lead late in the third quarter, 
Butler began to march down the 
field. Facing a key third and seven 
play from the G V 45, quarterback 
Dan Gatlin attempted to throw over 
the middle.
Safety John Jackson had other 
ideas, though, as he istepped in 
front of the throw and returned it 
56yards foraGrand Valley touch­
down. Kicker Miguel Sagaro 
added the extra point to stake the 
Lakers to a. commanding eight 
point lead.
“He made a great interception 
and did a super job, that was a key 
play for us without a doubt,” 
commented a satisfied Beck 
moments after the game.
Butler head coach Bill Lynch 
gave credit to the Lakers for mak­
ing the play, “that big play in es­
sence won the football game, so I 
have to give them credit We felt 
we were going to have to get some 
breaks against them but they did 
not turn the ball over all afternoon, 
and we had the big turnover which 
they capitalized on. That is what 
grcat.football teams do.”
After a scoreless first period, 
Gatlin connected with Todd 
Roehling from 33-yards on the 
first play of the second quarter to 
get the Bulldogs on the board. The 
extra point failed when G V’s Mike 
Flannery blocked the kick attempt.
After squandering early oppor­
tunities by not con verting on fourth 
down conversions deep in Butler 
territory, Grand Valley finally got 
on the scoreboard.
An eight play 53-yard drive 
culminated when sophomore Eric 
Lynch scored the first of his TD’s 
from 2 yards-out Sagaro added
the extra point with 1:12 left be­
fore ha 1 (rime.
The Bulldogs were not finished 
as Gatlin quickly led them 
down field, and hit Roehling with a 
perfect pass in the comer of the 
end zone with 12 seconds left The 
two-point conversion failed when 
Ken Mamon intercepted Gatlin’s 
pass.
Butler’s ability to get deep on 
the Lakers defense repeatedly for
big piays did not set well with 
defensivecoordinator Brian Kelly. 
“The thing that upsets me the most 
is that is that we did not sustain any 
consistency and showed a lack of 
discipline with their passinggame. 
At halftime we made some adjust­
ments and started sending some 
linebackers to get more pressure 
on Gatlin.”
Theadjustments seemed to work 
both offensively and defensively 
as the Lakers took the second half 
kickoff and wasted no time getting 
their lead back. Keyed by the 
running of Isaiah Lipsey, 19 car­
ries for 66 yards on the day, and 
Lynch, GV scored when quarter­
back Jack Hull hit a wide open 
Alex Preuss for a 5 yard TD.
The two-point conversion at­
tempt failed and the Lakers held 
onto their one point cushion to set 
up Jackson’s heroics.
Keyed by the defense stopping 
All— American running back 
Steve Roberts on a fourth and one 
play from the GV 39 in the fourth 
quarter, the Lakers took over and 
behind Lynch’s running marched 
downfield again.
The fullback carried 20 times 
for 67 yards on the game with 22 
of them coming on this drive. He 
capped his fine running by divid­
ing to paydirt from a yard out, and 
after Sagaro added the extra point 
GV’s lead increased to 27-12.
Gatlin was not done as he hit 
Dave Perkins with a 42-yard touch­
down bomb to give Butler one last 
chance. Their two-point conver­
sion attempt failed when Roberts 
could not hang onto a Gatlin pass, 
thus closing out Butler’s hopes for 
a comeback.
The senior Gatlin hurt GV all 
day as he connected on 23 of 40 
passes for 321 yards, and almost 
led the Bulldogs to another late 
TD only to have his chance pass 
intercepted by senior Shamus 
O ’Keefe.
“They played real inspired foot­
ball," commented Beck as he 
praised Butler, “they came out 
prepared to fight us tooth and nail 
and they did, you have to give 
them credit.”
Offensively the Lakers received 
a solid performance from Hull. 
Receiving his second straightstart 
the sophomore hit on 17 of 23 
passes for 172 yards. Bob Mitch- 
ell caught 7 of his throws for 71 
yards, while Lipsey caught 5 for 
an additional 49 yards.
For as much as Gatlin hurt die 
GV defense, Roberts did not. The 
second leading rusher in the na­
tion last season managed only 80 
yards on 28 carries against the 
Lakers.
Grand Valley stays on the road 
next week when they travel to 
Joliet, Illinois to tangle with the 
College of St. Francis.
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n WEEK #2 n
□  Atlanta at Indianapolis G
□  Buffalo at Houston O
G Chicago at Detroit G
G Green Bay at L A . Rams G
G Kansas City at San Diego G
O  ~ - - L A . Raiders at Denver Q
G Minnesota at Pittsburgh G
Q New Orleans at Tampa Bay Q 
Q N.Y. Jets at Miami Q
Q Phoenix at N.Y. Giants Q
G San Francisco at Philadelphia G
G Seattle at New England O
Q Washington at Dallas O
Q Washington at Arizona Q
Q  Notre Dame at Michigan State Q
Q Michigan at UCLA Q
Q Ohio State at USC O
Q North Carolina at North Carolina St. Q 
Q Texas Tech at Oklahoma S t O
Q Duke at Virginia G
(tiebreaker)
Q Grand Valley at S t Francis Q
Total Points.
1. Fill out the entry blank by picking your choice for the winner o f each 
game. (Check only one box per game)
2. Pick the winner of the tie-breaking game and the total points in that 
game.
3. Print your name, address, phone number and the time you're available on 
Monday.
4. Any entrant who outpicks the “Football Foursome” will get his or her 
name put in the paper for that particular week. The top challenger will be 
spotlighted that week.
5. All entries must be dropped off in The Lanthom  offices in the "Football 
Challenge” box. The Lanthom  will not be responsible for lost or misplaced 
entries.
6. A S10 fee will be charged for an appeal on an entry. The fee will only be 
returned if  the challenger is declared a winner. All entries become the 
property o f  The Lanthom.
7. All weekly winners qualify for a random drawing for a pair o f tickets to 
the game o f  their choice of their favorite sports team. The drawing will be 
held on or about January 11,1990. All winners will be notified.
8. The contest is open to all GVSU students, faculty and staff, excluding 
those who work for The Lanthom .
9. DEADLINE IS FRIDAY AT 5P.M.
NAME
ADDRESS 
PHONE _
BEST TIME TO CALL ON MONDAY
We’re Setting 
The Best Shutter 
For You!
Cameras * Quality Photo Finishing 
Darkroom Supplies • A/V Equipment 
Film • Knowledge and Experience.
ARDEN’S
PHOTO‘ MART /AUDIO •VISUAL, INC.
1000 W FULTON • GRAND RAPIDS. Ml 49504 • (616) 456 7881
□
CHALLENGE THE FOOTBALL
I
FOURSOME!
The foursome was only fearsome last week due to their terrible picking, but they're 
brushing it o ff as a “warmup week” and looking to better things in week two. The four will 
probably go for some upsets again this week, but hopefully this time' they’ll pick the right 
teams to upset Sarah, Joe and Tim held the best (???) records, going 10 for 19, while the
top challenger had 15 on the week.
Sarah Stinson TimSyrtk Joe Lowden Eric Migfling
Professional 10-19(52.6%! 10-19152.6%) 10-19 (52.6%) 9-19(414%)
Atlanta at Indianapolis Colts Colts Colts Colts
Buffalo at Houston Oilers Oilers Bills Oilers
Chicago at Detroit Bears Lions Bears Bears
Green Bay at LA. Rams Rams Rams Rams Rams
Kansas City at San Diego Chiefs Chiefs Chargers Chargers
L.A. Raiders at Denver Broncos Broncos Broncos Broncos
Minnesota at Pittsburgh Vikings Vikings Vikings Vikings
New Orleans at Tampa Bay Saints Saints Saints Saints
N.Y. Jets at Miami Dolphins Dolphins Dolphins Jets
Phoenix at N.Y. Giants Giants Giants Giants Giants
San Francisco at Philadelphia Eagles Eagles Eagles Eagles
Seattle at New England Patriots Seahawks Seahawks Patriots
Washington at Dallas Redskins Cowboys Redskins Redskins
C ollege • -
Washington at Arizona Arizona Arizona Arizona Arizona
None Dame at Michigan State Notre Dame MSU Notre Dame MSU
Michigan at UCLA Michigan UCLA Michigan Michigan
Ohio State at USC USC Ohio State USC USC
North Carolina at N.C. State N.C. State N.C. State N.C. State N.C. State
Texas Tech at Oklahoma State Oklahoma S t Oklahoma S t Oklahoma S t Oklahoma S t
Duke at Virginia Virginia Virginia Virginia Virginia
Challenge Winner is 75 Percent in First Week
By Joe Lowden
Sports Writer
Forget what happened in last week’s challenge, 
forget all the upsets, and forget the “Fearsome Four­
some’s” mere 50 percent. But don’t forget Steve 
„ May’s 75 percent that was tops in the contest
May, the freshman majoring in education, outpicked 
the foursome to become the first winner in this 
season’s challenge.
May was confident he could beat the foursome, but 
wasn’t so sure about winning. As a result he was 
surprised he won.
“I’m surprised. I knew I thought 1 could get by (the 
foursome), but I didn’t know if I could win,” said 
May.
There was a total o f 13 other winners that beat “The 
Football Foursome.” They are:
Torey Whitten, Tim Lohr, Pam Oosterink, 
Dwight Mest, Kevin Martinez, Mike Kiessel, Kevin 
M. Rennells, Kevin Bullen, Keith Gura, Valerie L. 
McDonald, Craig McGoffin, Amy Kiehr, and 
Channing Smith. j
The deadline for all picks is Friday at 5 p.m. Don’t 
forget to fill out this week’s entry!
PHOTO BY JULIE ED1NGER 
The first week's top challenger, Steve May.
THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO 
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
frfh rOsk* K
W  Cv
________And they’re both repre-
sented by the insignia you wear 
as a member o f the Army Nurse 
Corps. The caduceus on  the left 
means you’re part of a health care 
system in which educational and 
career advancement are the rule,
_______________  riot the exception. T he gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you’re 
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713, 
Clifton, N J07015.
ARM Y NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
The men's soccer team 
gave it their 
home match 
against Hope College 
as they get started 
their season. The men 
will be home again next 
Tuesday, and the Laker 
women will play 
Grand Valley on 
30th, the following Sat­
urday.
By Joe Lowden
Sports Writer
By M ark Halstead
Basicsitre Winning
Grand Valley State is currently 
3-0 and one of the biggest reasons 
for this fast start is that the Lakers 
are winning on fundamentals.
Not to take anything away from 
head coach Tom Beck’s high 
powered offense, a defense that is 
playing downright stingy, and a 
greatly improved kicking game 
over last season. But the Lakers 
are hanging onto the ball in 1989.
In their 27-18 victory over But­
ler University last Saturday, Grand 
Valley did not turn the ball over 
once, which marked the second 
straight game they have done so.
In fact, the Lakers quarterbacks 
have not thrown an interception 
yet this season. And other than 
two fumbles in their opening game 
win over California Uni versity, G V 
has been perfect in the turnover 
column this year.
Defensively the Lakers are much
VOLLEYBALL
From p. 9 -----------------------------------------------------
tetL”------------
This past weekend, the volleyball team evened 
their overall record to 3-3 by going 1 -2 in the IPFW 
tournament.
On Friday, Grand Valley fell in straight games to 
conference foe Oakland University.
In the Saturday match against Missouri-St. Louis, 
injuries to Martha Najib and Mary Linzie hurt enroute 
to another ungainly defeat. The Lakers again fell in 
straight games by the score of 15-4,15-8, 15-3.
Coach Boand explained, “Jody Day and Jenny 
Averyn filled in and did a very nice job, but once 
again; we’re very young.”
The loss set up a rematch against Northern Ken­
tucky, whom the Lakers defeated in straight sets at the 
Ball State VolleyfesL This time around though.
improved in the takeaway cate­
gory as well. After intercepting 13 
passes in all of 1988, they have 
improved to pick off nine already 
this year. Very impressive for a 
defense that starts only one senior.
Credit good coaching as well as 
the players showing good disci­
pline for these impressive statis­
tics. Beck has commented on two 
different occassions that this is the 
best staff he has worked with in 
five seasons at Grand Valley.
Two turnovers in three games 
sure backs up Beck’s thought.
Up Next: St. Francis
The Lakers will continue on the 
road this week as they travel to 
Joliet, Illinois to tangle with the 
College of St. Francis.
The Fighting Saints are small 
school with an enrollment of 862, 
but they return 16 starters off a 
squad that lost to GV, 35-21, last
year.
With that in mind the Lakers 
should be in for a battle with the 
Saints on Saturday afternoon. 
Maybe, but don’t look for that to 
happen.
Grand Valley was sluggish in 
last Saturday’s victory over But­
ler, and were not satisfied despite 
winning. I do not expect a repeat
performance this week.
According to my sources, St. 
Francis takes alot of chances on 
defense. Taking chances does not 
work when going against Beck 
and this high powered offense. 
Look for the Lakers to put close to 
40 points on the board.
Defensively, GV is improving 
every week. They are very potent 
in shutting down the run, so the 
Saints will have to score by way of 
the pass. That could be a problem 
for them, though, since they threw 
for only 83 yards in last year’s 
contest.
An improved team over last year, 
our Lakers should have no prob­
lem with St. Francis. Expect a big 
day from running backs Isaiah 
Lipsey and Eric Lynch once again, 
as the defense will continue to be 
impressive. The only way GV 
will lose this one is if they give it 
away.
GRAND VALLEY 38
ST. FRANCIS 13
Northern proved to be more of a battle as they stretched 
the Lakers to five games. Grand Valley eventually 
won 15-8.7-15, 15-7, 12-15, and 15-9.
Julie Alderson put up impressive numbers this week 
as she posted 38 kills, 15 blocks, and 3 service aces.
On the season, Janice Yaeger leads the team with 60 
kills while Colleen Murphy has a 45% assist percent­
age with a total of 166.
The Lakers will try to avenge an earlier loss to Lewis 
University Friday, September 22 at 7:00. On the very 
next day at 2:00, they ’ 11 take on GLIAC opponent Lake 
S uperior State; both matches will be in the Laker arena. 
On Tuesday, September 26th, the ladies take to the 
road to play against Saginaw Valley.
Boand said, “I ’m glad we don’t play until Friday, I 
think our players will all be back from their injuries.”
Last Saturday the men’s cross 
country team placed 20th outof 28 
teams in the Midwest Collegiate 
Invitational In this eight kilome­
ter run, the Lakers were without 
one of their best runners - Eddie 
Kiessel.
Pete Bodary finished first for 
the Lakers, and 78th out of 293 
runners overall. The remainder of 
the Laker top fi ve were John Bars tis 
(28:37), Bret Schafer (28:52),
Randy Taylor (29:19), and Jeff 
Van Bret with a time of 29:56.
"Our sophomores finished 
strong, without Ed (Kiessel) they 
had to be running strong,” said 
coach Bill Clinger.
Although the Lakers didn’t fin­
ish high, Clinger saw improve­
ment
“We improved on our scores, on 
the same course, and our times 
from last year," stated Clinger.
The Lakers travel to Ferris State 
this Saturday in the Fenis State 
InvitationaL
Employment Fund Raisers
E A R N  $ 2 ,0 0 0 -5 4 ,0 0 0 , 
Searching for employment that 
permits you to work your own 
hours, but still challenges 
enough of your entrepreneurial 
skills? Manage programs for 
Fortune 500 Companies. Earn 
$ 2 ,0 0 0  -$ 4 ,0 0 0 . C a ll
1-800-932-0528, Ext. 21.
3-2tfc
COLLEGE/CAMPUS 
REPRESENTATIVE - Earn $. 
F le x ib le  h o u rs . F u n . 
Enjoyable. Rewarding gross 
up to $20,000 per year by
helping friends receive
grants/scholarships. For info, 
please call: (213)967-2115.
4-4tfn •
For Sale
For Sale - 78 Pontiac Sunbird - 
excellent runner, good gas 
mileage, AM/FM stereo with 
tape deck, $800 or best offer. 
Call 895-7804
4-ltfn
It’s a new year -  get a good 
start -- buy a new car. 1981 
Subaru, standard, 33mpg, 
dependable transportation for 
only $650. Call 895-5213.
4 -ltfn
For sale - 14x56 2 bedroom 
mobile home - Allendale 
M eadow s. $6,900 or 
reasonable offer. Call 
895-6684.
4 - ltp
Clubs
A A Meeting - Alcholics 
Anonymous meets every 
Friday at noon in the Cove 
R oom  of Kirkhof Center. 
Interested persons should 
contact the counseling center.
2-13 tp
PUBLIC RELATIONS and 
ADVERTISING STUDENTS! 
GVSU/PRSSA Alumni will 
be speak ing  M onday , 
September 25 at 6pm in 
Cabins A, B and C of the 
K irkhof Center. Topics 
include landing your first job 
and how to d eve lop  
professionally. The event is 
sponsored by GVSU PRSSA.
4 -ltfn
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR 
CALLING, PLUS RAISE UP 
TO $1700 IN ONLY TEN 
DAYS! Student groups, 
Fraternities and Sororities 
needed for marketing project on 
campus. For details plus- a 
FREE GIFT, group officers 
call 1-800-950-8472, EXT. 20.
3-2tfc
Services
NEED YOUR PA PER  
TYPED? Fast, Accurate, No 
H assles. $2/25 lines. 
677-1872. 10% OFF FIRST
l-4 tp
Term papers, resumes, letters, 
etc. Accurate, professional, 
reliable, reasonable. 532-2960
l-20tp
Need T-shirts, sweatshirts, 
hats, or jerseys? Call 
OLLIEWEAR Screenprint!!! 
Custom artwork, fast service, 
low prices. Call Frank at 
895-5563.
4-1tfn
Recreation
Flying Horseshoe Ranch, 
Ride with or without a guide in 
beautiful Yankee Springs 
Recreation Area. Open 7 days 
a week, 9am-7pm. $2 off 
Monday through Friday before 
2pm. H o r s e  D r a w n  
Hayrides for up to 25 people 
per wagon with reservation and 
deposit. Flying Horseshoe 
Ranch, Middleville - 795-7119.
2-6tfc
C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  
w anted for the Lanthorn. 
$3.00 for the first 15 words. 
150 for each additional word. 
$1.00 for border. All ads must 
be prepaid. The Lanthorn 
office is in the lower level of 
Kirkhof Center. Send ads to 
The Lanthorn, Grand Valley 
State University, Allendale, MI 
49401. Deadline is six days 
prior to publication (Thursday 
ai 5pm). Special GVSU 
Student ra te : $1.00 for 
the f i r s t  10 wo r d s ,  
(Minimum charge).
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Bodary Leads Harriers 
Midwest Collegiate
Wednesday
September 20 ,1989
Double trouble this week as I 
attempt to review two thrillers that 
have arrived at Studio 28.
Sea o f Love. A1 Pacino returns 
to the big screen as detective Frank 
Keller, twenty years on the job and 
pouring his way through a mid­
life crisis. He is still a good cop, 
despite the booze and self-ab- 
sorbtion, and he hatches a scheme 
to catch a murderer who finds vic­
tims in a singles magazine. By 
placing their own ad, the police 
hope to fingerprint the women by 
taking her prints off the wine glass 
she uses on the date they set up.
One o f these half-hour dates is 
Ellen Baridn (The Big Easy), who 
neveronce touches her wine glass. 
When Keller runs into her again, 
things start to heat up. But is she 
innocent or...
The film reminded me of Jag­
ged Edge and Fatal Attraction. 
Like Jagged Edge, we are not 
certain of the character’s innocence 
or guilt until the end, and like that
a a a H g g g H g jl
Sea of 
Love
By Andrew Kar
film, we are just as surprised. Like 
- Fatal Attraction, we are watching 
a man become involved in a poten­
tially fatal affair. Although Sea of 
Love is a crime thriller oriented to 
the police, the tone and style is 
reminiscent of those-earlier films.
Pacino is good as Keller, but 
Barkin is the real show-stealer. 
Throughout the film she comes on 
like a splash o f red in a gray land­
scape, in both her appearance and 
her dialogue. At times, her ma­
keup and clothes make her look 
superimposed onto the film. An­
other excellent actor in the film is 
John Goodman as Keller’s part­
ner, Sherman. Goodman has some 
of the funniest lines in the film, 
and is a marvelous contrast to 
Pacino’s brooding, drinking 
Keller.
Sea of Love is worth the five and 
a quarter. Sea it with someone you 
love. ' .
Whoops! Ran out o f  room! I 
guess we save The Package for 
next week...
From deep, dark magic was 
Kerovan bom. He was accursed 
from the start, for his feet were like 
those of a jackass. They were actu­
ally small hooves covered with 
hom. His facial features were also 
suspect, for he had peculiar eyes 
which were the color of butter 
amber, such thathad not been seen 
in the race of men save the Old 
Ones, a race now extinct, who 
possessed great powers and wis­
dom. His own mother would not 
even have him and he was sent 
away by his father, the Lord of 
Ulmsdale in the North.
Joisan of Ithkrpt was the maiden 
Kerovan was to marry. As Kerovan 
learned the arts of fighting from 
his new master, Joisan became well 
learned in the ways of the Wise- 
women as was taught to her by 
Dame Math in the House of Dames.
The First Lady of science fic­
tion, Andre Norton, has woven a 
tale of courage and hope based 
around the powers of a crystal- 
gryphon (which is a miniature of
an ancient beast with the face of an 
eagle and the body of a lion, all 
inside of a crystal ball) found by 
Kerovan in his wanderings. 
Kerovan sends Joisan the crystal 
gryphon as a gift before their 
wedding. However, because Joisan 
has heard stories that her groom is 
a monster with a hideous face, she 
longs forapicture of him. Kerovan 
is too ashamed to send one.
This is all quickly put in the 
background of their minds as an 
enemy from a land across the seas 
attacks their land with weapons 
more terrible than any had ever 
witnessed. Norton also adds an­
other interesting twist to the story 
that I will not fully give away. 
Suffice to say that it’s very remi­
niscent of Cinderella with respect 
to relatives.
Book 1 of the Witch World Saga, 
The Crystal Gryphon, is good, but 
not great. Although the ending 
picks up somewhat, the beginning 
is rather slow going. Perhaps the 
remainder of the saga will prove to 
be more fulfilling.
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REASONS WHiSgl 
THERE IS A 
TRAFFIC PROBLEM 
ON CAMPUS THIS 
FALL
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10. Thecommutensthinkthat 
a car pool Is something that 
you need a swimsuit for.
9. The freshmenkeepparking 
their 10-speeds in theKirkhof
8. PresideniLubbers felt that 
he needed nine reserved 
parking spaces for Himself.
7, Some o f the new students 
from the U P . have never seen 
a paved road In their life and 
they keep parking on thegrass. 
6. The AuSable construction 
crew keeps dumping piles o f  
dirt onto Campus Drive.
5. The new crossing guards 
are still learning how to 
^properly use-their nifty new 
stop signs.
4. The professors are all 
wearing suits o f chainmail in ' 
case they gethit by a car and as 
a result, it takes them ten 
minutes to cross the street.
3. Those damn joggers insist 
on running with traffic!!!
2. All the Student Senators 
are driving like maniacs so that 
theStudentLifeFee Liberation 
Army’s snipers don’t shoot 
them.
1. Rick Hanke’s new golf 
cart only goes 2 miles per hour.
I’m a believer in saving the 
whales. When something is en­
dangered o f becoming extinct it’s 
a crime and a shame.
Take the new construction 
around the Valley. The natural look 
o f campus is slowly vanishing.
I think I’ll start a new campaign 
called “Save the Grass.”
Besides the orange plastic mock 
fences and the alternate routes 
we’re forced to take, have you 
noticed the big changes in the 
middleof campus? Go to the fourth 
floor o f the library and take a look.
I’m not saying the metamor­
phosis is all bad. There’s a nice 
pattern emerging from the dirt and 
wreckage. The composition is 
pretty good but most o f the grassy 
yard is now covered with cement, 
brick and mortar.
A wise prof once told her stu­
dents not to walk on the grass- 
even if it is a shortcut and you’re 
late to your Intro to Life class. If 
everyone does this, the path will 
soon be paved and then the whole 
campus will be one huge slab of 
cement
The new paths in front of Lake 
Huron and Lake Superior are ex­
amples of these products of crea­
tive genus.
Granted, the new paths outlin­
ing Campus Drive have got to be a
/
By Kristoffer Gair
8 (out of ten) Peter Gabriel—  
Passion
If you haven’t heard of this 
particular album from Peter Gab­
riel, I’m not surprised. There are 
no Top 40 hits to be found on 
Passion, no fancy lyrics, and last 
but not least, no performers like 
Kate Bush or Laurie Anderson 
helping out. Instead, we get many 
different kinds of musicians, 
meaning that they aren’t in the 
Rock n’ Roll field, coming from
Egypt, and Ghana, just to name a 
few. Some are the finest singers 
and soloists in the world music. 
Still confused at what Passion is?
The clearest definition I can give 
you so that you understand what 
Passion represen ts is that it is music 
from the controversial film The 
Last Temptation Of Christ, and 
then some, meaning that Gabriel 
some of his flare to the score. W i th 
that said, you can begin to get an 
idea why there are no Top 40 hits.
While not all the pieces on the
album made it into the film, they 
were written with it in mind. The 
music itself is set on a backdrop of 
traditional North African rhythms 
and sounds, using a wide variety 
of instruments. The list includes 
(some I’ve never even heard of 
before!) octabans, skins(?), finger 
cymbals, violins, ney flutes, bra- 
zilian percussion, tin whistles, 
guitars, and many more. Now, all 
this background information 
sounds impressive and all, but how 
does it sound?------
At times, the music is haunting 
enough to send chills down a per­
son’s spine. At other times it seems 
to take you away, may it be back in 
time like the movie or in a foreign 
country. Any kind of musician 
that can accomplish this is worthy 
of high praise, and Gabriel is no 
beginner at coming up with pow­
erful music. Passion is just further 
proof of his genius.
It may not be the same type of 
music as on So, Gabriel’s last al­
bum, but it should be as popular.
blessing for those who choose to 
walk or bike along that route. Who 
needs more pedestrian accidents 
this year?
What’s next? A combination go- 
cart track and water slide park in 
front of Zumberge Pond?
The new hitching posts in the 
paths are a great addition, too. I 
didn’t know I was allowed to ride 
my horse to class.
What a great idea! During 
classes we can put our ponies out 
to pasture behind Kirkhof and they 
can quench their horsely thirsts in 
“the pond.” We could only do this 
of course until the combination 
go-cart track and waterslide park 
is finished.
Hey...I know the digging has 
yet to cease (just ask those who 
have class in Au Sable, if they can 
hear you from aU the noise the 
digging makes) and the grass seed 
and hopefully new trees have yet 
to be planted. When these minor 
details are finally undertaken, it 
will probably look “nice.” But...
GVSU has been teased because 
o f its cornfield location but really 
that’s one of its assets. The grass 
should be preserved.
The machinery has to go...all 
except the strategically placed 
porta-pottic. Now that’s an im­
provement.
V id e o
S te r n s
By Robert Bennett
Feature Writer
You know, there aren’t enough 
good movies about college stu­
dents on video. But there arc some 
out there and a few that college 
students can relate to. Here they 
are:
The Odd Couple-This movie is 
perfect for those new students liv­
ing in the dorms. One is a slob, the 
other is a neat freak. Walter Mat­
thau and Jack Lemmon turn in two 
great performances as Oscar 
Madison and Felix Unger in Neil 
Simon’s Tony-Award winning 
comedy, adapted to the screen by 
Gene Saks.
Fandango-This sleeper is 
probably the greatest road-trip 
movie ever made. It was released 
by Steven ^SpielbergV Ambhn 
Entertainment film company in 
1985 so you know that with a 
name like Spielberg, its gotta be 
good! The film stars Kevin Costner 
(The Untouchables, Field of 
Dreams) and Judd Nelson (The 
Breakfast Club, St. Elmo's Fire). 
The sho wstealer is the scene where 
Judd Nelson learns how to sky­
dive. Classic stuff here, folks! A 
“must rent” for anyone who has 
ever driven to Chicago at four in 
the morning to buy White Castle 
hamburgers.
